
ESYBOX MAX IN SIENA…

WHERE: The Among the hills, in Tuscany, there 
is Siena, known also for being one of UNESCO 
Heritage World Sites. Hotel Minerva, a 3-star 
hotel very close to the historic centre, is in the 
heart of this wonderful city, just inside its ancient 
historic walls.

SALES AGENT: ESSEMME SRL

Essemme SRL is an Italian company specialised 
in the field of heating and plumbing since 
2002, dedicated, among other things, to water 
lifting and treatment, heating, conditioning and 
irrigation.

CUSTOMER: Citis

CONTRACTOR: TERMOIDRAULICA SESTINI



The warm embrace of the early Middle Ages walls of Siena, your gaze wondering on its ancient roads, 
typically called ‘rioni’, and a good cup of coffee in your hands: this is what awaits the guests of the 
Albergo Minerva in the morning, a few steps from the city centre. Silence, comfort and functionality 
are only some of the words which characterize this hotel; and this is what will also be granted by 
Essemme and DAB: in fact, they have proposed an innovative solution to respond to the hydraulic 
needs of the hotel. They replaced the previous 3-pump booster set with a galvanized tank of 1500 
litres with the latest arrival in the Esybox Line family: Esybox Max.
The model 2 Esybox Max 60/120 T was chosen to provide water to the 56 exclusive rooms of the 
hotel. These pumps are not only compliant to certifications for drinkable water, but they also have all 
the essential components already built-in; thanks to the VFD (Variable Frequency Driver,  or inverter) 
we can provide water at constant pressure to all the utilities in the building, regardless of the different 
flowrate requests. Esybox Max is ergonomic, silent and easy to handle and install, and grants space, 
energy and power consumption savings. Moreover, thanks to the integrated Wireless, Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth communication modules and to the DConnect connectivity, we can manage and monitor 
our system even at a distance. 
Silence, comfort and functionality: our mornings will never be the same, in fair Siena..!

THE REQUEST: 

Esybox Max

CHANNEL: Commercial and Civil Building Service 

APPLICATION: Water Boosting;

PRODUCTS: 2 X Esybox Max 60/120 T

FLOW MAX (Q):  up to 17,4 m3/h (SINGLE 
PUMP UNIT)

HEAD MAX (H): up to  113 m

P MAX: 2.7 kW (single-phase); 3.5 kW (three-
phase)

IPX5

MAX NOISE LEVEL: 63 dB (50 l/min @ 6 bar)

INTEGRATED CONNECTIVITY: Wireless 
Communication; Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Module


